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Get in-depth technical information and tools to deploy and manage Microsoft Windows XP and Microsoft Office 2003—straight from the source. This official RESOURCE KIT provides Microsoft’s most-requested set-up and support information in one comprehensive and authoritative volume. With it, you get prescriptive guidance to help choose the best deployment method and tools for common scenarios; perform attended and unattended installations; automate the deployment process, control policy and profile settings for desktop operating systems and applications; automate deployments for Office and other programs; and more. The information, tools, templates, and scripts come straight from the source, for the expertise you need to maximize the productivity of your desktop environment and reduce support costs.     

       About the Author

Best-selling author Jerry Honeycutt has written more than 25 books, including Introducing Microsoft Windows Server™ 2003 (Microsoft Press, 2003) and Microsoft Windows XP Registry Guide (Microsoft Press, 2002).When he’s not writing, he tours cities worldwide to teach IT professionals how to deploy the business desktop, helping businesses both large and small deploy Windows XP and Office XP. Jerry is a frequent speaker at events such as COMDEX, Developer Days, and the Microsoft Exchange Conference.
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Visual Basic .NET Power ToolsSybex, 2003
We can ask heretical questions such as why OOP should be used in all  programming situations as many of its proponents insist. We can question the  wisdom of allowing C programmers to write the narratives and code examples for  the Help system in VB.NET. We can wonder why structures are included in VB.NET  if OOP experts insist that you should...
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Symbolic Data Analysis: Conceptual Statistics and Data Mining (Wiley Series in Computational Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007

	With the advent of computers, very large datasets have become routine. Standard statistical methods don’t have the power or flexibility to analyse these efficiently, and extract the required knowledge. An alternative approach is to summarize a large dataset in such a way that the resulting summary dataset is of a manageable size and yet...
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Recruiting on the Web : Smart Strategies for Finding the Perfect CandidateMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Praise For Michael Foster's company, AIRS:

"FLIPPING. PEELING. X-RAYING. Sounds like what chefs and radiologists do, right? These are also some of the ingenious tricks executive headhunters use in the age of digital resumes and electronic job searches. AIRS is one of a few firms at the forefront of the burgeoning...
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Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine: Expert Consult: Online and Print, 1eSaunders, 2012

	Evidence-Based Practice of Palliative Medicine is the only book that uses a practical, question-and-answer approach to address evidence-based decision making in palliative medicine. Dr. Nathan E. Goldstein and Dr. R. Sean Morrison equip you to evaluate the available evidence alongside of current practice...
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Leadership from the Inside Out: Becoming a Leader for LifeBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2008

	Leadership from the Inside Out, Kevin Cashman’s breakthrough business bestseller that clearly connected personal growth to leadership effectiveness, is now completely revised and updated with:


	• an explosion of new validating independent research


	• impressive new case studies


	•...
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Secure Data Management: VLDB 2004 Workshop, SDM 2004, Toronto, Canada, August 30, 2004, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004

	Concepts like ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence that exploit increasingly
	interconnected networks and mobility put new requirements on data
	management. An important element in the connected world is that data will
	be accessible anytime anywhere. This also has its downside in that it becomes
	easier to get unauthorized data...
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